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Novel materials based on sustainable materials with high absorption
capacity are still rare for the separation of organic liquids or oil spills
and water. In this report, ultra-light nanocomposite aerogels consisting of sustainable bacterial cellulose (BC) and graphene oxide (GO)
were constructed after an eco-friendly freeze-drying process for the
ﬁrst time. Due to the hydrophilic properties of both materials and the
highly porous structure, BC/GO aerogels could highly absorb not only
organic liquids, such as cyclohexane and DMF, but also water. Speciﬁc
absorption for organic liquids was achieved after the reduction of GO
using H2 gas, which led to nanocomposite aerogels of BC and reduced
GO. They could speciﬁcally absorb 135–150 g organic liquids per g of
their own weight, even with a high content of 80% BC in the nanocomposite aerogel.

Separating water and oil spills or organic liquids has become
more relevant in recent years due to many facts including
environmental, health, and economic issues, e.g. wastewater
from industries, and oil spills from oil tankers or ship accidents. In particular, it is of particular interest to separate
organic pollutants and water, such as hydrogen and carbon
based solvents.1,2 In the last few years, a couple of porous
materials in the form of aerogel and foam have been used for
the separation of organic solvents and water.3 Polypropylene
ber mats,4 polyurethane sponges coated with block copolymer
consisting of poly(2-vinylpyridine) and polydimethylsiloxane,5
as well as inorganic absorbents including clay6 and manganese
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oxide nanoweb2 suﬀer from low absorption capacity of up to 50
times of original weights. Ultralight silicon aerogels have also
been used as absorbents for organic oils and spills, but they
suﬀer from the brittleness and low absorption capacity.7 Among
most used absorbents for organic oils and spills, carbon
nanotube (CNT) aerogels,8 graphene,9 CNT/graphene
composite,10 polyurethane sponges coated with reduced graphene oxide11 and carbon nanober aerogels12,13 showed high
absorption capacity of 80–950 times of their own weights. Very
recently, novel progresses were made to fabricate functional
absorbents for organic solvents. Polyurethane foam containing
magnetite, core–shell Fe2O3@C nanoparticles or pH-responsive
copolymers were used because they can be simply removed aer
the absorption of organic contaminants.5,14,15 Various conventional methods have been widely used, which include separation via ultrasonication, gravity, centrifugation, membrane
ltration and biological treatments.3 Due to the limitations
such as slow separation, low separation eﬃciency and/or
selectivity, recycling problems of used absorbents and even
pollutants released during the preparation of absorbents, the
demand on novel, eﬃcient and green materials encourage the
research on developing new materials for separating organic
pollutants and water.
In comparison to the aforementioned materials, sustainable,
naturally occurring green materials, e.g. cellulose, have been
less used for the separation of oily compounds.16,17 In these
studies, the surface of cellulose bers has to be hydrophobized
via deposition of silanes or titanium dioxide, in order to
suppress the strong interaction between native cellulose and
water. Moreover, cellulose aerogels with increased volume were
used for the separation of oily compounds due to their porous
structure.16,17 By introducing another component into cellulose
aerogel, resulted nanocomposite aerogels with novel functions
can be obtained. For instance, cellulose-based nanocomposite
aerogels containing graphene oxide (GO) have also been
reported very recently for the fabrication of superhydrophobic
surface and exible supercapacitors.18,19 However, due to strong
interaction of GO with water, these aerogels containing
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cellulose and GO cannot be used for the specic separation of
oily compounds. Cellulose aerogels can be prepared using
various plant celluloses, nanocrystalline cellulose or bacterial
cellulose.20–24 Bacterial cellulose (BC) attracts more attention in
last years, since it exhibits high purity, high crystallinity and
high aspect ratio.25 Its single brils showed average diameter
lower than 100 nm, while the length can be >100 mm.25,26 Crystalline cellulose has exhibited excellent mechanical properties,
which are comparable to many other reinforcement materials
including carbon nanotubes and steel.27 In this report, an eﬃcient method for the fabrication of novel nanocomposite aerogel based on sustainable bacterial cellulose (BC) and graphene
oxide (GO) was reported for the construction of superabsorbent
for organic liquids. Ultra-light aerogels of BC and nanocomposite BC/GO were constructed aer eco-friendly freezedrying process, which showed high absorption capacity not only
to organic liquids but also water. BC/GO aerogels underwent
further reduction in H2 ow leading to BC/rGO nanocomposite
aerogels, which exhibited specic absorption only for organic
liquids.
Bacterial cellulose (BC) in aqueous suspension was brillated and then freeze-dried leading to aerogel (Fig. 1a). BC has a
highly crystalline structure with a crystallinity of 84% according
to solid-state 13C NMR spectroscopy (Fig. 1b).28,29 It is well
known that crystalline cellulose exhibited excellent mechanical
properties, which are comparable to many other reinforcement
materials including carbon nanotubes and steel.27 Furthermore,
BC brils have diameters averagely lower than 100 nm.30 These
advantages allows BC to be excellent structure materials in
various (nano)composites.31,32 By incorporating graphene oxide
(GO) (Fig. S1†)33 in the BC suspension, ultra-light aerogels were
also obtained aer freeze-drying. Their forms did not changed
aer the subsequent reduction of GO at 200  C for 4 h (Fig. 1a).
The reduction of GO is reected by the presence of new bands at
1573, 1000 and 984 cm 1 as well as the disappearance of the
signal at 1632 cm 1 in their FTIR spectra (Fig. 1c). Thus, the
carboxyl groups should have been almost totally reduced, while
the ketones still maintained according to the signal at
1724 cm 1. The reduction time of BC/GO nanocomposites was
set at 4 h according to the FTIR spectroscopic analysis (Fig. S2†).
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At the same time, BC did not undergo any signicant modication at 200  C under H2 ow for 4 h (Fig. 1c).
All aerogels prepared in the present study are highly porous, as
demonstrated via scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (Fig. 2a–
e). The porosities of BC and BC/GO with two diﬀerent ratios,
80/20 and 50/50, were determined to be 99.92  0.02%, 99.84 
0.01% and 99.86  0.01%, respectively. Moreover, the morphologies of cellulose bers in BC aerogel and nanocomposite aerogels are slightly diﬀerent. The BC brils in BC aerogel are present
as individual exible brils (Fig. 2a), which are bound together
only via hydrogen bonds.23,25,30 Within the nanocomposite aerogel
of BC/GO (80/20), fewer single BC brils are visible (Fig. 2b),
which is ascribed to the enhanced binding between BC brils by
GO nanosheets. With increasing content of GO within the aerogels from 20% to 50%, almost only micro-sized sheets instead of
individual BC brils are visible (Fig. 2c). Slightly morphological
diﬀerence can be traced according to transmission electron
microscope (TEM) images of BC, rGO and BC/rGO composites,
where BC nanobrils in the composites led to more rough
surfaces compared to rGO nanosheet alone (Fig. 2f–i). Thus, BC
nanobrils and rGO nanosheets are intimately compounded
together forming a dense and homogeneous composite with the
morphology of planar ultrathin sheet. The reduction of nanocomposite aerogels did not signicantly change the morphologies of these microscaled sheets (Fig. 2d and e).
Various porous nanocomposites aerogels using BC have
been prepared previously, e.g. with synthetic polymers, carbon
nanotubes and recently with GO.20,31,32,34,35 BC/GO aerogels have
been used for the fabrication of superhydrophobic surface aer
further surface deposition of peruorinated silanes or exible
supercapacitors.18,19 However, nanocomposite aerogels based
on these sustainable materials have not been used for the
separation of organic liquids and water. For this purpose, the
absorption capacity of cellulose-based nanocomposite aerogels
towards organic liquids was examined at rst (Fig. 3a and b).
Dimethylformamide (DMF) and cyclohexane were representatively chosen because (1) they are very commonly used in many
diﬀerent elds; and (2) they represent polar, protic, watermiscible and non-polar, aprotic, water non-miscible organic
solvent, respectively.

Fig. 1 (a) Photo images of aerogels from (i) BC; (ii) BC/GO (50/50) hold by a ﬂower and (iii) BC/rGO (50/50) after the reduction hold by a ﬂower.
Scale bar: 10 mm. (b) Solid-state 13C NMR spectrum of BC. (c) FTIR spectra of aerogels from BC, rBC (BC treated under H2 gas at 200  C for 4 h),
BC/GO and BC/rGO (BC/GO treated under H2 gas at 200  C for 4 h).
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(a–e) SEM images of (a) BC aerogel, (b) BC/GO aerogel (80/20), (c) BC/GO aerogel (50/50), (d) BC/rGO aerogel (80/20) and (e) BC/rGO
aerogel (50/50) in three diﬀerent magniﬁcations. Scale bar in column 1: 20 mm, in column 2: 5 mm, and in column 3: 1 mm. (f–i) TEM images of (f)
BC, (g) reduced GO, (h) BC/rGO aerogel (80/20), and (i) BC/rGO aerogel (50/50). Scale bar in (f) and (g) 2 mm; in (h) and (i) 100 nm.
Fig. 2

As shown with these two organic solvents, aerogels of BC,
BC/GO and BC/rGO all exhibited high absorption capacity of up
to 147 g DMF and 164 g cyclohexane per g own weight,
respectively (Fig. 3c). In comparison, although bare GO in water
aer a freeze-drying process formed aerogel, GO aerogel could
not hold together aer being put in organic solvents (Fig. S3†).
BC aerogels and all composite aerogels could absorb cyclohexane more than DMF. BC aerogel could even absorb up to 164
g per g own weight, which is probably because of the amphiphilic character of crystalline cellulose.36 With GO within the
nanocomposite aerogel, the absorption capacities for both
organic solvents were strongly reduced to <87 g DMF and <130 g
cyclohexane per g own weight, respectively. The reduction

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014

extent increased with higher content of GO within the aerogel
from 20% to 50% (Fig. 3c). This reduced capacity is probably
because of enhanced hydrophilicity due to the presence of
hydrophilic GO that contains carboxyl groups. In fact, aer the
reduction of GO, the absorption capacities for both organic
liquids increased signicantly to >136 g DMF and >150 g
cyclohexane per g own weight correspondingly.
Ultraporous nanocellulose aerogels aer the hydrophobization with silanes or coating with titanium dioxide
demonstrated absorption capability for organic liquids, but
they still suﬀered from the low absorption capacity of up to 50
times of own weight.16,17,37 Hence, BC aerogel as well as BC/rGO
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Fig. 3 Representative photo images for absorption experiment using
(a) BC aerogel (b) BC/rGO (80/20) aerogel with column 1: within
cyclohexane and column 2: aerogels containing cyclohexane. (c)
Absorbed amounts of organic liquids by BC, BC/GO and BC/rGO
aerogels.
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nanocomposite aerogels exhibited much higher absorption
capacity than those of aerogels from plant cellulose.
Porous BC and BC/GO aerogels could absorb both water and
organic liquids at the same time, if placed on an organic liquid–
water mixture (Fig. S4 and Movie S1†). In comparison, BC/rGO
aerogels could selectively absorb organic liquids from water
surface. Aer being placed on a mixture of cyclohexane (dyed
with Sudan I) and water, BC/rGO aerogels (both 80/20 and 50/
50) only absorbed cyclohexane quickly and specically, leaving
clean water (Fig. S4†). Aer the absorption of either water or
organic liquids, all aerogels generally shrunk up.
To intuitively demonstrate the specic absorption capacity of
aerogels, another experiment was operated, where the organic
liquids were added later. Based on the experiments, it is clear if
BC and BC/GO aerogels have absorbed suﬃcient amount of
water, they could not absorb subsequently added organic
liquids any more (Fig. 4a, Movie S2 and S3†). In contrast, BC/
rGO aerogels (both 80/20 and 50/50) did not uptake any water,
while only subsequently added cyclohexane was rapidly absorbed (Fig. 4a, Movie S4†). Moreover, the content of rGO in the
nanocomposite seemed not to aﬀect the absorption capacity.
Because BC and BC/GO aerogels can strongly interact both
with water and organic solvents at the same time, the absorption capacity of BC or BC/GO aerogels is primarily derived from
the porous structure of aerogels. Due to the presence of individual amphiphilic nano-scaled BC brils, BC aerogels are more
non-polar than BC/GO aerogels. In comparison, BC/rGO aerogels with identical porous structure as BC/GO aerogels could
only specically absorb organic solvents and thus exhibited
increased non-polarity and oleophilicity than BC/GO aerogels.
Because only BC brils are hydrophilic components in the
composite aerogels aer the reduction, the surface of BC brils

Fig. 4 (a) Representative snapshots showing the absorption of cyclohexane (dyed with Sudan I) from water surface with column (i) pure water in

petri dishes; (ii) placement of aerogels onto water surface; (iii) begin of the addition of dyed cyclohexane; (iv) end of the addition of dyed cyclohexane. (b) Representative snapshots showing the separation of cyclohexane (dyed with Sudan I) and water from their mixture with row (i) placement
of aerogels into funnels; (ii) begin of the addition of dyed cyclohexane–water mixture; (iii) end of the addition of dyed cyclohexane–water mixture.
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should have been totally decorated or surrounded by rGO
nanosheets (Fig. 2).
Simple separations directly on line are oen desired in the
practical applications, e.g. ltration of the liquid ow, so that no
intermediate stop is necessary. Currently, such separation of
organic liquids and water was generally realized with
membranes.2,38 It is further demonstrated with another
designed experiment that the aerogels can be used for such on
line separation. With aerogels on a small funnel, a mixture of
cyclohexane (dyed with Sudan I) and water was added (Fig. S5†).
Based on the porous structure and amphiphilicity of BC and BC/
GO aerogels, they absorb simultaneously both water and
organic liquids, until the aerogels reached maximal absorption
capacity (Fig. 4b). Then, the excess water and cyclohexane
owed into the vessels together (Movie S5 and S6†). With
strongly enhanced oleophilicity, BC/rGO aerogels exhibited
specic absorption of cyclohexane in its mixture with water
(Fig. 4b). Only water owed through the edge of BC/rGO aerogel
into the vessel aer the addition of the mixture of cyclohexane
and water (Fig. 4b, Movie S7†).
In summary, an eﬃcient method for the preparation of novel
aerogels based on sustainable bacterial cellulose (BC) and nonreduced or reduced graphene oxide (GO or rGO) was reported,
which exhibited the superabsorbent property for organic
liquids. The aerogels showed high absorption capacities for
selected organic liquids, DMF and cyclohexane, of up to 147 g
and 164 g per g own weight, respectively. With increasing GO
within the nanocomposite aerogels (BC/GO at the ratio of 80/20
and 50/50), the absorption capacity for the organic liquids
decreased. Aer the reduction of GO, obtained nanocomposite
aerogel (BC/rGO) exhibited again specic absorption for the
organic liquids. Thus, the amphiphilic property of BC nanobrils should have been impacted by the decoration or
surrounding with GO nanosheets. Aer the reduction, only
hydrophobic property of reduced GO dominated. Obtained BC/
rGO nanocomposite aerogels showed the feasibility to separate
organic liquids from their mixtures with water via absorption or
during liquid ow. The conversion of GO within an aerogel into
reduced rGO represents a general, eﬀective method for the
construction of novel materials for the separation of organic
liquids and water.
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